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Ukraine’s invasion, initiated on February 

24th, 2022, has impacted every sector of the 

international community, from 

humanitarian to economic, where the battle 

of sanctions and countermeasures has 

severely affected the fields of trade and 

investment more particularly. 

In response to Russia’s flagrant violation of 

peremptory norms of International Law,3 

various States have adopted a series of 

sanctions4 against the Federation. 

Meanwhile, several economic operators 

have also implemented their own private 

coercive measures, namely in the form of 

the closing of premises, the interruption of 

commercial operations, the reduction of 

activities, and/ or the suspension or deferral 

of the investments in Russia.5 As a 

response, the Russian Government has 

 
1 Pilar is Counsel of the Department of Litigation and International 
Arbitration of Eversheds Sutherland Spain. Pilar is admitted to practice 
in Spain and New York and has extensive experience in representing 
investors and States in investment disputes. 
2 Marina is a trainee lawyer in the Litigation and International Arbitration 
Department of Eversheds Sutherland Spain. Marina was born and raised 
in Russia and is a native speaker in both Russian and Spanish. 
3 The so-called rules of ius cogens, Latin expression for "compelling law", 
since its violation is an offense to the international community as a 
whole, regardless of against whom the conduct is addressed to (such as 
the threat or use of force). 
4 Sanctions include a ban on the import and export of certain goods to 
Russia; the imposition of taxes on imports from Russia; the closure of 

recently announced the adoption of a 

package of measures which, although aimed 

at safeguarding the local economy and 

preventing the country from going  

bankrupt, have a direct impact on private 

investments made on in the Russian 

territory.  

In this complex global scenario, it is not 

surprising that investors who continue to 

operate in the country ask themselves how 

their investments can be protected from the 

measures announced by the Russian 

Government. This Informative Alert aims at 

outlining the main mechanisms that 

International Law provides to investors who 

wish to protect their investments overseas, 

as it is the case with Russia. 

 

 

  

airspace to Russian aircraft; the freezing of assets of the Central 
Bank of Russia; the removal of some Russian banks from the 
international financial messaging system Swift; the freezing and 
seizure of assets from oligarchs and members of the Russian 
parliament and government as well as the elimination of "golden 
visas". For more details on the sanctions, see: 
https://graphics.reuters.com  
5 According to a study conducted by Yale University (Yale Chief 

Executive Leadership Institute), it is estimated that, as of March 22nd, 
2021, more than 400 companies have adopted this type of 
measures, see: https://som.yale.edu  

https://graphics.reuters.com/
https://som.yale.edu/
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What are the measures that Russia has 

announced? 

On March 4th, 2022, the Russian 

Government announced the implementation 

of certain measures addressed to 

companies that withdrew or ceased their 

operations in the Russian market6 and, a 

few days later, a Proposal Bill for the 

External Administration of Organization’s 

Management (the “Proposed Bill”) was 

published.7 

The Proposed Bill provides for an external 

administration regime to be implemented in 

foreign companies that cease their 

operations or activity in Russian territory 

whenever two elements are met. First, that 

25% of the company is owned by individuals  

from a hostile government (according to a 

list that has been drawn up by the 

Government itself).8 Second, that the book 

value of the company's assets, according to 

the accounting records on the last reporting 

date prior to the date of request for external 

management,  exceeds one billion rubles, or 

that the company has more than 100 

employees during the month prior to the 

date of request for external management.  

Regarding the appointment of the external 

administration, the Proposed Bill further 

provides that it should be adjudicated to the 

Russian bank “VEB. RF” (also known as 

“state development corporation”), or to the 

state corporation “Deposit Insurance 

Agency,” if the company in question is a 

financial organization. As for the length of 

 
6 The Russian Government announced that it would take supportive 
measures in relation to the abandonment of the Russian market by 
foreign companies, see: http://government.ru  
7 Please note that the Proposed Bill is not available on the official 
website of the Government of the Russian Federation. However, a 
draft of this body of law can be found on law firm’s "Ekleks" website, 
https://www.eclex.ru. Various Russian media outlets have indicated 
to have had access to the Proposed Bill and have reported measures 

the external administration period, the 

Proposed Bill provides that it should last 

between three and six months. After this 

period the company's shares will be 

auctioned, where the buyer ought to retain 

two-thirds of the employees and must 

continue the operation of the company for 

at least one year.  

According to the Russian press, the 

Proposed Bill was submitted to the State 

Duma (“lower house of the Russian Federal 

Assembly”) on March 9th and is currently 

being analyzed and discussed, after 

receiving comments and amendment 

proposals by some stakeholders.9 

What impact do the measures 

announced by Russia have on IIAs? 

There is an area of International Law, 

investment law, which regulates the 

reciprocal obligations between two or more 

States with respect to investments made by 

investors of one State in the territory of 

another. Investment law is governed by 

investment statutes, investment contracts 

and/or international investment agreements 

for the promotion and reciprocal protection 

of investments (“IIAs”). 

Through IIAs, States undertake not to adopt 

regulatory measures that may impair or 

harm investments made by investors of the 

other Contracting State in their territory.  

IIAs contain a series of regulatory 

provisions aimed at protecting investments 

made abroad against the potential 

in the same way as those provided in the Proposed Bill located in the 
"Ekleks” website. 
8 The list of the 48 governments and territories that the Russian 

Federation has considered as hostile is set out in the Resolution of 
the Government of the Russian Federation of March 5th, 2022, see: 
http://static.government.ru 
9 As reported by the Russian media outlet "Vedomosti", see: 

https://www.vedomosti.ru 

http://government.ru/news/44712/
https://www.eclex.ru/
http://static.government.ru/media/files/wj1HD7RqdPSxAmDlaisqG2zugWdz8Vc1.pdf
https://www.vedomosti.ru/politics/articles/2022/03/09/912801-zakonoproekt-natsionalizatsii
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measures that the host State may adopt to 

the detriment of the investment. Among 

these provisions, one can find the obligation 

no to adopt expropriatory measures or acts 

equivalent to an expropriation without fair 

compensation, the obligation not to adopt 

measures that alter the conditions which 

conform the basis upon which the 

investment was made or that alter 

regulatory stability, and the obligation to 

protect investments within the territory of 

the host State.  

The importance of those provisions lies in 

the fact that, if violated, the investor whose 

investment has been adversely affected by 

a measure adopted by the host State has a 

right to bring a claim against the State that 

adopted the measure in violation of the IIA, 

provided that all the jurisdictional 

prerequisites are met. 

How do I know whether I can protect 

my investment through an IIA from the 

measures announced by Russia? 

To protect its investment from the measures 

adopted by Russia through an IIA, a private 

investor should first establish that a validly 

executed IIA exists between the State 

where the investor is a national and the 

Russian Federation.10 This may seem 

obvious, however, it is of paramount 

importance because, under international 

investment law, the States’ consent to the 

dispute resolution mechanisms established 

under the IIA is absolutely essential. Hence, 

should there be any doubts as to the scope 

or the validity of the consent provided by 

any of the contracting States to the IIA, this 

 
10 Note that there are other mechanisms such as investment laws 

or investment contracts, however, the IIAs are the most commonly 
used dispute resolution mechanisms that investors use to protect 

will bring difficulties at the time of 

commencing a claim under the IIA.  

Once the existence of a validly consented 

and enforceable IIA has been established, 

the investor will have to prove that his 

investment meets certain requirements 

established under the IIA (generally 

pertaining to the investor’s nationality and 

other parameters related to the lawfulness 

and the timing of the investment in 

accordance with the IIA) and that its claims 

fall under the IIA’s scope of application. A 

thorough analysis of the characteristics, 

structure, and context in which the 

investment was made must be made for 

that purpose. However, since those 

requirements vary from by IIA to IIA 

depending on their particular wording and 

political context, and since there is a wide 

variety of IIAs, it is key to have a 

comprehensive understanding of the 

specific content of the IIA in question before 

beginning that analysis.  

What else should I know? 

IIAs provide for specific procedural 

mechanisms for the resolution of 

investment disputes.  Generally, disputes 

that arise under a IIA must be submitted to 

an arbitration procedure that is usually 

preceded by a mandatory period of 

negotiations between three to six months. 

IIAs (and the procedural mechanisms 

established therein) usually contain a series 

of procedural requirements that, if not met, 

will prevent access to those dispute 

resolution mechanisms.  In addition to the 

substantive provisions referred to above, 

IIAs often contain provisions that may 

their interests in another State. To see the list of all IIAs that the 
Russian Federation has in place, see 
https://investmentpolicy.unctad.org. 

https://investmentpolicy.unctad.org/
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justify the States’ conduct under 

International Law. For example, many IIAs 

contain the so-called “national security” 

clause that allow a State to depart from the 

obligations established under the IIA so long 

as it is necessary to protect its essential 

interests. Should that provision appear in 

the applicable IIA, it is likely that Russia 

would attempt to resort to that provision to 

justify its conduct under the treaty. 

Lastly, it should also be noted that 

International Law, which applies 

substantively to most investment disputes, 

is comprised of a broad range of sources of 

law (treaties, customs and general 

principles) that contain a high and complex 

number of legal provisions that often justify 

the alleged wrongful conduct of the State 

(this is the case of the principles of state of 

necessity, self-defense or the 

countermeasures, amongst others) or could 

give them rise to terminate their existing 

treaties. However, while those exemptions 

generally do not apply when the situation 

giving rise to the exemption has been 

caused by the State itself, one could also 

expect that Russia may attempt to rely on 

those provisions to exempt its international 

responsibility in the event of a dispute.  

In sum, investment disputes involve legal 

and political issues of high complexity, so it 

is highly desirable for an investor to seek for 

advice with respect to his particular 

situation before attempting to initiate any 

legal action in relation to his investments in 

Russia pursuant to International Law. 

Do not hesitate to contact the authors of this 

client alert if you would like to receive more 

information about its content or would like 

to receive personalized advice: 
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